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This present study aims to analyze the differences in results of different site-directional life cycle assessment (LCA) methods applied in the field of wastewater treatment. Site-generic methods were employed and compared with China-specific methods on a full-scale wastewater treatment case. A set of Chinese normalized factors were developed and employed to compare with world normalization factors. No substantial discrepancies in results were obtained from the two different sets of normalization factors. In the phase of life cycle impact assessment, the e-Balance showed substantial discrepancies in results, compared with the CML method that is widely applied in LCA. The discrepancies were mainly attributed to the cause that in e-Balance more emphasis is on regional water pollution potential (that is: chemical oxygen demand (COD) as an independent impact category). Moreover, discrepancies in the results were also investigated by applying different site-directional weighting methods. Besides the specific locations where the weighting methods were designed for, this study showed that employing different environmental indicators in impact categories was another important factor that resulted in differences in the LCA results of the different weighting methods.

1. Introduction

Numerous environmental issues are caused by complex global supply systems, production techniques, and complicated consumption patterns associated with the modern economy. Using life cycle assessment (LCA) it is possible to assess all impacts within the complete value chain (from “cradle to grave”), which is conducive to identifying the most environment-friendly improvement strategies and avoiding burden shifts.1,2 According to ISO standards, the general structure of LCA methodology includes four steps.3–5 The first step is the definition of goal and scope, which includes clarifying the aim of study and specifying the system boundaries. The second step is analyzing life cycle inventory, collecting data, and compiling a list of input and output flows in each process. Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) is the third step. Characterization methods have been developed in this step to calculate the impacts within different environmental impact categories, and normalization factors and weighting factors are applied to obtain a single value for the evaluated scenario. Interpretation is the final step to present and discuss results of the impact assessment.

In wastewater treatment, this method can be used to evaluate the impacts of the changes that are happening or will happen.6–16 For example, the related LCA studies include the improvement of the operation of municipal wastewater plant (WWTP),17 the comparison of alternative wastewater sludge treatment systems, and the development of technologies for wastewater recycling.18 Nowadays, due to the stringent regulations for pollutants removal in WWTPs, LCA results are conductive to and needed to compare the environmental effects of different control strategies that aim to reduce emissions of pollutants.19

Intensive LCA studies have been carried out in wastewater treatment. However, most of the studies applied only one type of LCA methods to carry out the trade-off analysis to obtain suggestions and further provide guidance from the LCA results. Different methods have been developed in various LCA steps,20–25 but few LCA studies in wastewater treatment explained why a specific method was chosen. Furthermore, little attention was given to the influence of the chosen LCA methods on the results and the comparisons among the methods. In the study of Ortiz et al. (2007), three methods (CML 2000, Eco-Points 97, Eco-Indicator 99) were employed, but no comparative discussions concerning influence of methods were addressed. Only Renou et al. (2008) studied the influence of...
method selection in a case study of a full-scale WWTP. The authors concluded that no substantial discrepancies in results were observed within impact categories representing global environmental impact, while a great variation was generated by various LCIA methodologies associated with the categories of toxic impact. It should be noted that for wastewater treatment the scenarios have direct impacts on the regional environments. Different site-directional LCA methods (the methods engaging different regions) may have different influences on the final LCA results. However, the study of Renou et al. (2008) did not take it into account. Some site-specific eutrophication characterization methods have been developed to characterize the regional effect of nutrients into LCA calculation framework,\(^\text{26-30}\) including the site-specific factors for eutrophication potential, the fate model for phosphorus emissions on different scales, and the spatially differentiated factors with respect to different emission sources. However, no comparative studies were performed for these site-specific methods (the methods engaging specific regions) to examine how and to what extent these methods would generate results and the results vary with the site-generic methods (the methods engaging no specific regions). Additionally, these site-specific methods all focused on the eutrophication potential, but eutrophication was not the single reason why contaminated aquatic environment was formed.

The aim of this study was to systematically compare the results from the site-generic LCA methods and the China-specific LCA methods (the methods engaging specific China context) in terms of normalization factors, LCIA methods, and weighting methods on a full-scale Chinese wastewater treatment case. Firstly, a set of normalization factors were developed for China context, and a comparative study was performed to explore whether different site-directional normalization factors would produce discrepancies in results. Secondly, a site-generic LCIA method (CML) and a China-specific LCIA method (e-Balance) were selected to carry out the comparison to examine the differences in outputs generated from the methods. Thirdly, different site-directional weighting methods were compared using BEES, EPS and EDIP as the site-generic weighting approaches and ECER-115, ECER-125 and ISCP-2009 as the China-specific weighting approaches.

2. Methodology

2.1. Case study and scenarios description

One wastewater treatment plant (WWTP), being operated in Heilongjiang Province in China, was considered in this study as the base case. The WWTP employs a cyclic activated sludge system and has a daily capacity of 10 000 m\(^3\) sewage. Four discharge scenarios were assumed on the WWTP effluent. Starting from the most stringent, they are tertiary treatment (scenario-1), intermediate treatment (scenario-2), basic treatment (scenario-3), and no treatment (scenario-4). The scenario-3 represents the secondary treatment in WWTP, requiring biological processes to meet basic function of removal of pollutants but without phosphorus removal and tertiary treatment. The scenario-2 strategy represents the high load secondary treatment plus the removal of phosphorus. Based on scenario-2, the scenario-1 also integrates a tertiary treatment stage, including coagulation, sedimentation, and filtration. More detailed information about the WWTP facilities and the control strategies were described in the previous study carried out by Wang et al.\(^\text{19}\)

2.2. Function unit and system boundary

In this study, 10 000 m\(^3\) sewage per day was employed as functional unit, and the operational phases of the WWTP were considered as system boundaries. For the input of each scenario, the electricity production, chemicals consumption and transportation, and other substance additions were considered. Besides, the outputs of all emissions of water pollutants, harmful gases, and waste sludge were taken into account for the LCA. Detailed data about the input and output are shown in Table S1.\(^\text{†}\)

2.3. Life cycle impact assessment

Two methods were chosen in the LCIA. One is CML, which was developed by Leiden University and used as site-generic LCA method in this study.\(^\text{28}\) Impact categories involved in this methodology included: eutrophication (E), acidification (A), freshwater aquatic ecotoxicity (FAET), human toxicity (HT), ozone depletion (OD), photochemical oxidation (PO), global warming (GW), abiotic depletion of fossil fuels (ADF), and abiotic depletion of elements (ADE). The second method is e-Balance, which was designed specifically for China context and developed by IKE Company (http://www.ike-global.com/), a Chinese company focusing on the development and utilization of LCA. The e-Balance method included the following impact categories, i.e., eutrophication, global warming, acidification and abiotic depletion of fossil fuels. In addition, a new impact category named chemical oxygen demand (COD) was defined in e-Balance to represent the potential impact of water pollutants in terms of depletion of dissolved oxygen in receiving water, with characterization factor and normalization factor included. The new catalog and the factors were integrated into the software that was developed by the IKE and used for e-Balance evaluation. Normalization methods were used to convert characterization results of all impact categories into dimensionless scores. One set of normalization factors is the World normalization factors (NF\(_{\text{World}}\)), covering an extensive range of environmental interventions collected for global systems.\(^\text{31}\) Another set of normalization factors is the Chinese normalization factors (ChNF), which were developed in this study following the calculation of NF\(_{\text{World}}\). Six weighting methods were applied in this study. For the site-specific methods, BEES, EPA, and EDIP were chosen. BEES (Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability), a panel-based weighting method, was developed for the United States building sector.\(^\text{32}\) EPA was often used as site-generic weighting method in LCA studies and was also employed in this study. The EDIP method was developed in a Danish project on a basis of Danish policy targets, and provides ready-to-use factors for LCA practitioners. For the China-specific methods, ECER-115, ECER-125, and ISCP-2009 were chosen. Weighting factors of ECER-125 and
ISCP-2009 were chosen from e-Balance computer software. ECER-115 and ECER-125 were developed in the National 11th Five-Year Plan and the National 12th Five-Year Plan, respectively. ISCP-2009 was developed in the 2nd conference of Chinese Life Cycle Management.

3. Results

Chinese normalization factors (ChNE in Table S2†) were obtained for impact categories of ADE, ADF, GW, OD, A and E. The normalization factor for GW accounted for 15.21% to the NFworld, while the normalization factor for E contributed to 1.06% of the world factor. Compared with the normalization factors for European (EU25+3 in Table S2†), Chinese normalization factors had the same orders of magnitude. Because of lacking relevant data, impact categories of HT, FAET and PO were unable to be calculated. In order to simplify the following calculation, these three indicators were normalized with the factors of EU25+3.

Characterization results calculated by CML method were normalized with the NFworld and ChNE, respectively (Table S3†). Using BEES as weighting method, normalization results were aggregated and similar comparative assessments were generated for the overall results obtained from both NFworld (Fig. 1a) and ChNE (Fig. 1b). Both the total impact results indicated that raw wastewater (scenario-4) had the lowest total environmental impact despite that the effect of eutrophication potential was higher than other scenarios. Although scenario-1 had the highest total impact results, the contribution of impact categories to the total impact results presented different change trends. With the increase of treatment levels from scenario-4 to scenario-1, indicators of GW, FAET, ADF and HT became more dominated in the overall results (Fig. 1a), accounting for 43.27%, 17.11%, 12.22% and 6.88% in scenario-1, compared with 2.16%, 5.92%, 0.92% and 1.07% in scenario-4. However, FAET was the only dominant indicator increasing with the changes of the scenarios (Fig. 1b), from 28.41% (scenario-4) to 82.26% (scenario-1).

Different comparative results occurred between CML method (Fig. 1b) and e-Balance method (Fig. 1c), with the same normalization factor (ChNE) and weighting method (BEES). The results from e-Balance showed that scenario-4 had the highest aggregated score, indicating the highest total environmental impact which was opposite to the indication from results of CML. The substantial difference probably resulted from setting COD as an independent category in e-Balance, which could explain why the result of scenario-4 from e-Balance was 1.1 times higher than that from CML. When analyzing the contribution of main substances to eutrophication potential or water pollution potential (shown in Fig. 2), the COD in an independent category plus COD in eutrophication accounted totally for 62.0% in the aggregated score of scenario-4 from e-Balance, while COD only contributed to 20.25% of aggregated score of scenario-4 from CML. As for scenario-1, Fig. 1c showed the lowest aggregated score, suggesting that tertiary treatment had the lowest total environmental implication. This was significantly different from the implication of Fig. 1b. The main reason for the difference was lack of FAET category in e-Balance calculation, which would underestimate the negative environmental impact caused by the upgrading of treatment levels.

With the same CML method and ChNE, different weighting methods were employed and investigated to examine how they would impact the final results of the CML and ChNE (Table S4†). Similar comparative results using weighting methods of EPA
Fig. 2 Analysis of the contribution of the main substances involved in normalization results of eutrophication potential (CML) and water pollution potential (e-Balance).

and BEES were obtained (Fig. 3, EPA and BEES). That is, scenario-4 with the lowest ranking and scenario-1 with the highest ranking. During the increase of treatment levels, GW became the major contributor for both methods: 28.38% in scenario-1 and 27.88% in scenario-2 for the EPA method; 43.27% in scenario-1 and 41.99% scenario-2 for the BEES method. Using the EDIP method, however, different overall results were obtained. Scenario-4 presented the highest result and scenario-2 had the lowest result (Fig. 3, EDIP).

By applying China-specific weighting methods, similar or comparable results with the EDIP method were harvested (Fig. 3, ECER-115, ECER-125 and ISCP-2009). COD was the main contributor to scenario-4 for both ECER-115 and ECER-125 methods, with the average percentage more than 96%. Accompanying the increase of treatment levels to scenario-1, GW accounted for the overall impact was also increased to more than 40% when the ECER-115 method was applied, whereas ADF and GW accounted for more than 34% using the ECER-125 as weighting method.

Synthesized factors were obtained from the following calculation to perform comparative estimates of total impact and eutrophication effect with the changes of scenarios under different weighting methods. With each weighting method, quantitative differences of weighting results among scenarios were calculated as follows:

\[ Q_{\text{Total},i-1} = \sum_j (WR_{i-1,j} - WR_{i,j}) \]  

where \( i \) equals to 4, 3, 2 and represents specific scenarios; \( j \) refers to the impact categories, which included ADF, GW, OD, HT, FAET, PO, A and E. \( WR_{i,j} \) is the weighting result of impact category \( j \) for scenario \( i \); \( (WR_{i-1,j} - WR_{i,j}) \) is the quantitative difference of weighting results between scenario \( i - 1 \) and scenario \( i \) for impact category \( j \); \( E_{\text{Total},i-1} \) means the difference in impact category \( E \); \( Q_{\text{Total},i-1} \) is the total differences in weighting results between scenarios, aggregating the value of \( (WR_{i-1,j} - WR_{i,j}) \) for all impact categories.

Synthesized factors were calculated as follows:

\[ SyT_{i-1,j} = \frac{Q_{\text{Total},i-1}}{\max|Q|} \]  

\[ SyE_{i-1,j} = \frac{Q_{\text{Total},i-1}}{\max|Q|} \]  

where \( \max|Q| \) means the maximum absolute value in \( Q_{\text{Total},i-1} \); \( SyT_{i-1,j} \) is the total synthesized factor for changing scenario from \( i \) to \( i - 1 \); \( SyE_{i-1,j} \) is the eutrophication synthesized factor for changing scenario from \( i \) to \( i - 1 \). The synthesized factor ranged from \(-1\) to \(1\); the value of \(1\) means the maximum environmental benefit, and the value of \(-1\) means the maximum environmental burden. For the paradigm changing, synthesized factors greater than \(0\) means that there was benefit, and synthesized factors lower than \(0\) means that negative effect would occur.

The synthesized factors of eutrophication potential showed the similar results among all the weighting methods. The shift from scenario-4 to scenario-3 seemed to be the most desirable paradigm changing in terms of wastewater control only. For synthesized factors of total impact, the shift from scenario-4 to scenario-3 showed the maximum environmental burden in results of EPA (Fig. 4A) and BEES (Fig. 4B), but the maximum environmental benefit in all three China-specific weighting methods (Fig. 4D–F). All the weighting methods demonstrated that increasing levels from scenario-2 to scenario-1 would generate negative total environmental impacts, with synthesized factors ranging from \(-0.11\) to \(-0.82\). With respect to the change from scenario-3 to scenario-2, the synthesized factors of EPA, BEES and EDIP exhibited the highest positive environmental implication, and all three China-specific methods also showed positive values around \(0.13\) to \(0.15\).

4. Discussion

Comparative studies were performed in our present work to investigate whether the choice of China-specific normalization factors, LCIA methods, and weighting methods would generate results that were different from the site-generic LCA methods. In the case study, the application of Chinese normalization factors (\( Ch_{ne} \)) had little influence on the comparison among scenarios in terms of total environmental impacts. However, large discrepancies were found in the contribution of toxicity-based indicator (FAET) when different normalization factors

\[ \text{Eutro}_{i-1,j} = WR_{i-1,j,E} - WR_{i,j,E} \]  

where \( i \) equals to 4, 3, 2 and represents specific scenarios; \( j \) refers to the impact categories, which included ADF, GW, OD, HT, FAET, PO, A and E. \( WR_{i,j} \) is the weighting result of impact category \( j \) for scenario \( i \); \( (WR_{i-1,j} - WR_{i,j}) \) is the quantitative difference of weighting results between scenario \( i - 1 \) and scenario \( i \) for impact category \( j \); \( E_{\text{Total},i-1} \) means the difference in impact category \( E \); \( Q_{\text{Total},i-1} \) is the total differences in weighting results between scenarios, aggregating the value of \( (WR_{i-1,j} - WR_{i,j}) \) for all impact categories.
or different LCIA methods were used. FAET in results with ChNE showed more contribution than that with NF_world (Fig. 1a and b), while results of e-Balance showed no impact of FAET (Fig. 1c). Methodologies differences (choice of normalization factors or LCIA methods) were the main reason causing the discrepancies, which are in consistent with previous literatures that results discrepancies existed generally because of e.g. the classification of toxicity-related impact categories or the choice of fate and exposure modelling.\textsuperscript{33,34} Notably, no toxicity-based impact category (e.g. FAET) was found in the China-specific LCA method, which means that future efforts could place emphasis on the development of toxicity-based indicators engaging specifically for China context.

Moreover, the choice of LCIA method and weighting methods did affect the final outcome. In particular with applying the LCA methods in combination with the weighting methods, the most substantial difference was the ranking of scenario-4: the lowest for site-generic methods, but the highest for the China-specific methods. With respect to the scenario-4 that represented the situation of discharging wastewater directly into local water bodies without any treatment, the lowest overall result meant that this situation had the most desirable total environmental implication and any levels of wastewater treatment would diminish the total environmental quality. This implication was largely against our common sense that the emission of raw wastewater would cause severe water pollution and ecological perturbation. If we assume the lowest overall result of scenario-4 as the abnormal LCA result, the application of China-specific LCIA methods or weighting methods in this sense would make the LCA results more reasonable and applicable.

COD being defined as an independent category was identified as the major cause that the result of scenario-4 for e-Balance was higher than CML. Traditionally in LCA scientific background, COD was only considered as a contributor to eutrophication potential. Under the circumstance, nitrogen or

Fig. 3 Aggregated weighting results (representing total environmental impacts) from methods of EPA, BEES, EDIP, ecer-115, ECER-125 and ISCP-2009.
phosphorus was often regarded as the limiting factor to the potential growth of alga, while the contribution of COD was insignificant. In fact, it was the potential depletion of oxygen that was measured to quantify eutrophication potential in LCA characterization models. However, besides eutrophication, another type of water pollution causing depletion of oxygen is the growth of bacteria in receiving waters. The released organic matter in wastewater can trigger the growth of bacteria, and the bacterial metabolic activity would consume large quantity of dissolved oxygen. Once the environmental capacity was not enough to contain the organic matter, it would result in severely contaminated state of the receiving waters. Integration of this type of water pollution into LCA assessing framework (i.e., setting COD as an independent category) is one possible approach. This addition of COD category needs to be determined according to the specific conditions of LCA case analysis. The design of e-Balance categories was on the basis of Chinese practice, and thereby seemingly the application of e-Balance obtained a more reasonable LCA overall result.

Regarding the weighting methods, although using China-specific methods different results were obtained with site-generic methods (EPA and BEES), the results of EDIP were similar with those of ECER-115, ECER-125 and ISCP-2009. The similarity means where the weighting methods stood for was not the only factor affecting the final LCA results. The common features between EDIP and China-specific methods were that the impact category of FAET was not included into the weighting factors. The lack of FAET category would make the contribution of other impact categories relatively higher, for example the contribution of E to scenario-4 shown in Fig. 1c, and lead to the relatively less negative environmental impact caused by the increase of treatment levels. There was one similarity in the final results between China-specific methods and site-generic methods. Regarding the scenario shift from scenario-2 to scenario-1, all results showed negative synthesized factors, indicating that the upgradation from intermediate treatment to tertiary treatment would not be recommended by all the weighting methods used.

The application of China-specific LCIA method and weighting methods has been demonstrated to be able to obtain quite different LCA results associated with different implications, compared with site-generic LCA methods. The key feature relevant to wastewater treatment case was the direct impact of pollutants on local aquatic environment, which means that the
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**Fig. 4** Comparative estimates of total impact and eutrophication effect: (A) EPA; (B) BEES; (C) EDIP; (D) ECER-115; (E) ECER-125; (F) ISCP-2009.
site-generic results of generic LCA were likely not enough to obtain reasonable assessment results. The effect of aquatic pollutants on regional environment was influenced by many factors such as the emission point, the water temperature, the self-cleaning ability of receiving waters, et cetera. In future, more region-specific characterization models are needed to consider the migration and transformation of water pollutants and to characterize the accurate effect on local aquatic environment. Moreover, weighting factors for Chinese LCA application need to be further developed based on societal preferences as a whole and the national average indexes need to be considered in the design of weighting factors. Thereby, the LCA practitioner can apply them in a wide range of products and service.
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